Hey Council!

It’s been a busy two weeks between work, moving to a new apartment, and finding time to go to the Stampede. It was my first time, and holy was I ever overwhelmed by all the people but the food was AMAZING. But back to business, here’s what I’ve been up to since last meeting:

1. **Suicide Prevention Day**
   The Days of Action Committee is responsible for the planning and execution of the 6 Days of Action that the University hosts every year, such as Suicide Prevention Day and World Mental Health Day. I am chairing the Suicide Prevention Day events working group and planning messaging, events, and handling the organization of the events in partnership with the Dean of Students. We are planning a public awareness campaign for UASUCares to be incorporated into this, see below for more on that!

2. **UASUCares Awareness Campaign**
   UASUCares is an excellent informational resource to use for when a student needs help finding out which campus resource they can go to for specific types of needs. To better gain campus use of this resource, I am planning to incorporate a public awareness campaign into the planning of Suicide Prevention Day, in the form of a purple ribbon campaign.

3. **Sexual Violence Prevention**
   I have been in meetings with various university administrators over the past few weeks to discuss the hiring of the Sexual Violence Prevention Coordinator position, as outlined in the Sexual Violence Prevention Framework. We are working with the Sexual Assault Centre, Office of Human Resources and Safe Disclosure, and the Dean of Students’ Office.

If any of you are Khalid fans, come see me and I’ll airdrop you a concert video.

Cheers,

Jared Larsen